






















































































Civil Service Rules 2023 Notes

General Notes:

All occurances of "Fire District" should be replaced by just "District"
as "District" is specifically defined as "Philomath Fire and Rescue."

Define the word "Board" as the "Board of Directors of the District" and
then replace all occurances of "Board of Directors" (in any case) with
the word "Board." Also replace all occurances of "governing body of the
District" with "Board."

It would be usefull to define a term: "classified employee."

All occurances of "Civil Service Commission" should be repaced by
"Commission" (except in its definition).

The term "separation from the service" is used twice and is not well
defined. A classified employee could possibly leave a classified
positionm but not leave the District.

======================================================

RULE I GENERAL STATEMENT OF POLICY

SECTION 1   PURPOSE OF RULES

ORS 242.704 states "ORS 242.702 to 242.824 do not apply to any political
subdivision which under its charter, ordinances or regulations has a
civil service system."

Is the Philomath Fire and Rescue a "political subdivision?" If not, then
ORS 242.702 through ORS 242.824 is applicable to Philomath Fire and
Rescue and therefore the statement "Therefore, unless specifically
referenced in these Rules, ORS 242.702 through ORS 242.824 do not apply
to the Philomath Fire & Rescue and the Rules as adopted herein are the
Civil Service System for Philomath Fire & Rescue" is in error.

Subsection A: The statement "to provide an exemption from ORS 242.702
through 242.824 as provided in ORS 242.704" is redundant.

======================================================

RULE II  DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1   DEFINITION OF TERMS

In general, it is confusing to define two or more terms the same, as in
"A or B is defined as ..."

Subsection A "Absence"



        I suggest: "means a period of time in which a permanently appointed
        employee is not present for any excused reason and is expected to return
        to said position.

Subsection C "Allocation"

        The term "allocation" is used only in the definition of
        "Reclassification." where "classifcation" would be more appropriate.
        "Reclassification" is referenced only twice. "classifcation" is
        referenced many times.

Subsection D "Appointing Power"

        Minor Issue: Quotation marks are of the wrong type.

        Major Issue: "Appointing Power" and "Appointing Authority" are defined
        the same. Therefore they are the same. Using two terms for the same
        thing is inherently confusing. To make matters worse, in Rule IX
        CERTIFICATION AND APPOINTMENT, SECTION 2 CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBLES, Sub
        Section D both terms are used in the same sentence rendering it
        incomprehensible: "If the rejection of the appointing authority is not
        approved by the Commission, the Commission shall notify the appointing
        power of each disapproval and, upon receipt of such notice, the
        appointing power shall immediately appoint the certified candidate in
        question"  Both terms are defined as the "Fire Chief."
        By perfoming the subsitution the sentence becomes: "If the rejection of the
        fire chief is not approved by the Commission, the Commission shall
        notify the fire chief of each disapproval and, upon receipt of such
        notice, the fire chief shall immediately appoint the certified candidate
        in question" In addition, this sentence, in either wording, has the
        Commission making an employment desision.

        Has the District's Board of Directors vested the fire cheif with
        authority to appoint to any Civil Service position?

Subsection G: "Chief Examiner"

        Whether the chief examinator may serve as secretary to the Commission,
        or whether the District wants the fire cheif to be the chief examiner is
        irrelevant to its definition.

        Who is responsible for assingning who is to act as "Chief
        Examiner?"

        The word "secretary" is used only twice in this document. Once here as
        the "secretary of the Commission" without any further mention of its
        duties, and as "secretary of the District."  Is there a "secretary of
        the District?"

Subsection H: "Class" or "Classification"

        Two names for the same thing.  I think "class" is the better term as it
        usage here is close to its meaning in other disciplines, such as
        mathematics and computer science.



        An instance of a class is more than just list of positions. It also
        contains two registers: "Entrance" and "Promotion."  The Entrance
        Register as currently defined contains two types of people: former
        classified employees of the class who were laid off, and members of
        the public who passed the entrance examination.  The laid off former
        employees are place at the head of the list (but their order is not
        otherwise specified, and it should be). I presume the others are
        placed in order of score.
        
        The promotion list contains current regular employees.

        I suggest that the entrance register be dividedd so that a third
        separate list contains just laid off former enployees.

        To fill a vacant position, an appropriate number of potential
        candidates can be pulled from the heads of all three list in order
        of highest value (assuming that the lists are sorted by value).
        

Subsection J: "Classified Service"

        The definition refers to "employees subject to the Act," but Rule 1
        Section 1 states "ORS 242.702 through ORS 242.824 do not apply to the
        Philomath Fire & Rescue."

Subsection N: "Dismissal"

        Wording "position or service."  Are "position" and "service" the same?
        "Position" is defined while "service" is not. 

Subsection P: "Employees"

        This definition would exclude persons whose duties were strictly
        medical emergency response.  Is that indended?  Of course, ORS-242
        also only refers to firefiters and all District fire responders are
        at least EMT basic.

        The name of this definition should be changed to "classified
        employees, so that the word "employee" could be used to refer to
        speak of other employees not covered by civil service.

        Also notice how the definitions of "class," "classified service,"
        and "[classified]employees" are somewhat interdependant. I don't
        fundamentally object to that as long as there is clear entry point
        that results in clarity.

Subsection Q: "Entrance Register"

        Persons are found qulified by an "Entrance Examination" as defined in
        the next Section R, not an "entrance test"

Subsection R: "Entrance Examination"



        This definition states the test "is not limited to persons employed by
        the District."  The implication is that the test is always open to the
        public, but haven't we have already allowed in house recruitment?

Subsection S: "Examiner"

        What classified employee serves as monitor, proctor, or performs other
        ministerial functions? And what are these functions in the fire service?

Subsection T: "Governing Body"

        Since we are throwing out "the Act", why use the archane "Governing
        Body" throughout the document and instead replace it with the word "Board"
        (after properly defining it).

Subsection U: "Layoff"

        The term "service" (from which someone can be laid off) is not defined.
        It should read "District."

Subsection V: "Military Leave"

        Term is defined with the word "leave." Should be
        defined as just an "absence" (previously defined).

        Also, it is never otherwise referenced.

Subsection X: "Personnel Rules"

        Can the "Board" have rules related to hiring classified employees (i.e.
        fire fighters) that confict with the rules of the "Commission?" 

Subsection AE: "Provisional Appointment"

        The definition uses the word "absence" in its generic meaning as apposed
        to its definition for this document.

Subsection AF: "Public Notice"

        Do we have "department heads" and is there a "secretary of the
        District?"

Subsection AH: "Regular Employee"

        This definition seems inconsistent with Rule III, Section 2. How a
        existing classified employ becomes becomes a regular employee should be
        specified only once, and not in the definition.

Subsection AI: "Rules"

        Can the Commission by itself adopt the "Rules" without consent of the
        Board. These rules seem to go beyond the Act.



Subsection AK: "Temporary Appointment"

        What is the meaning of "non-status appointment?"

Subsection AM: "Transfer"

        A "normal rotational move" is not defined. It is used only in this
        definition.

Subsection AO: "Voluntary Demotion"

        The definition of "demotion" implies that there is a possiblity of an
        involuntary demotion, but there is no analogous definition.

Subsection AP: "Work Day" or "Working Day"

        Two terms for the same thing, and neither is referenced.  If work
        day were to be used, it would not mean "calander day" because an
        employee's work shift may comprise two calendar days.

======================================================

RULE III  ADOPTION AND AMENDMENT OF RULES

SECTION 2   EFFECT OF ADOPTION UPON INCUMBENT EMPLOYEES

"... shall be immediately placed in their existing positions as
classified by civil service as if they were a regular employee" should
state that the employee becomes a fully qualified "regular employee."
"As if" has the implication that he/she is not quite a real regular
employee.

======================================================

RULE IV  DISTRICT SERVICE

SECTION 1   CLASSIFIED SERVICE

This is a negative definition of the employee group that is covered by
these rules. I think it would be better to provide a positive
definition, restating that it includes only paid personnel who's duties
include respones to fires, prevent fires, or medical emergency response.
Section II can still be given, especially to note that the fire chief
and depty chief is excluded.

SECTION 2   EXEMPT SERVICE

Subsection J

        This exemption would exempt a "firefighter" whose sole duty is
        medicl emergency response (and maybe the Act would also).

======================================================



RULE V   ORGANIZATION FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

        There is no statement of the term or compensation of a Commitioner.
        ORS 242.706 says 4 years and no compensation.  But we could change
        that: How about whatever the Supreme Court has.

SECTION 1   CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

        The text "governing body of the District" is self redundant. Just
        say the "Board" after it is properly defined.
        
        I don't think the Commission includes the "chief examiner" or "any
        assistants as may be necessary." They may be present at meetings and
        may be helpful for the Commission to conduct its business, but they
        are not part of the Commission.

        Furthermore, it is not the "chief examiner" that would be specially
        called out to attend meetings. It should instead be, if at all, the
        "Appointing Power" or "Appointing Authority" (whichever is to remain
        defined, or for our small District, just the "fire chief").

SECTION 3   MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION

        "Any person subject to civil service may request a special meeting
        of the Commission, which request shall be granted when good cause is
        shown therefor."  How is "good cause" determined without a meeting
        of the Commission? There is no one else who doesn't have a conflict
        of interest other than the Commission itself, and the Commission
        would have to meet to decide if a special meeting was needed. (Of
        course this conundrum is taken directly from statute.

        ORS 2021: "ORS 242.712 Chairperson of commission; meetings; quorum.
        ... with a meeting at least once every 90 days"

SECTION 4   REMOVAL OF COMMISSIONERS

        The language here is just as bad as SECTION 3.

======================================================

RULE VI  CLASSIFICATION PLAN

SECTION 1   MAINTENANCE OF PLAN

        This is interesting.  The Commission will create a blank
        classification and pass it on to the Chief Examiner for "review,"
        who will then do the real work of creating the class definitions and
        make request for change as provided in SECTION 2 for amendment,
        whereupon the Commission will hold public hearings on the
        amendments (which undoubtably will attract no public comment), and
        then adopt them. And round and round.

SECTION 3   CLASSIFICATION OF POSITIONS



Subsection A:

        "as a composite description of the kind of employment which the
        class is intended to embrace"  What does this mean?

Subsection B and C:

        In B, the Commission is not notified, but in C, it is. Why are New
        Position and Reclassification treated diffently in this regard?  In
        C, the Commission may revise the classification which would trigger
        public hearings.

Subsection C-1-b:

        As a result of reclassification, a employee who has passed probation
        and become "regular employee" may be put back into probationary
        status (ie. no longer regular).  At the end of this new probation,
        the employee could be terminated.  Is this possible outcome desired?

Subsection C-1-c:

        Does the regular employee who may have been with the District
        for many years receive a reduction in salary for this bureaucratic
        change?  Does the District wish to lose employees in this manner?

======================================================

RULE VII  APPLICATIONS AND EXAMINATIONS

SECTION 2   ELIGIBILITY TO COMPETE IN EXAMINATIONS

Subsection B: Entrance Requirements

        Aren't some or all entrance requiremts mentioned part of the class
        definition?  If the "Governing Body" (ie. the Board) changes any of
        this for and examination, that constitutes as change to the class,
        which presumably triggers the review procedures for the
        classification system.  Or should "ad hoc" changes be allowed?

Subsection C: Competition in Promotional Examinations

        "Promotional examinations shall be open to employees who have
        acquired regular or probationary status..." Isn't every employee
        either prbationary or regular? The moment of hiring the employee
        acquires probationary status, so this sentence makes no sense.

        What happens if an employee only wishes to change position within
        his current class?  Is that possible without examination?  Are the
        requirements for all positions in a class the same and therefore
        such a change in position is purely administrative?

SECTION 3   APPLICATIONS

Subsection A:  Filing of Applications



        Applications are filed if the "office of the Commission." Do we get
        a room and desks, and free coffee?  That would be nice since we
        don't get paid.

        "The Commission may conduct pre-employment investigations..." This
        seems more appropriate to be a task for the "chief examiner" in all
        situations, not even considering the particular case of Philomath.

Subsection A:  Freedom from Bias

        "...this provision shall not prevent inquiry as to whether the
        applicant supports the Constitution of the United States of
        America."  I don't think we can expect a foreigner to swear
        allegence to the Constitution, and I think it would be perfectly
        acceptable to hire a foreigner who is legal to work in the United
        States and is fully qualified for the position to be filled.

        Even I don't fully support the Constitution. In particulay the
        Electoral College.  I guess I am off the Commision as in
        immediately.

SECTION 4   ADMISSION TO EXAMINATIONS

        "... notified at least 48 hours in advance of the examination ..."
        There is a closing date for applicaions.  Couln't there also be an
        expected date for the examination so that applicants can plan to be
        available?

        "...illness or other good cause..."  "Ilness is a "good cause" to
        the conjunction is redundant.

SECTION 5   DISQUALIFICATION OF APPLICANTS

        Shouldn't all rejections be reviewed by the Commision, not just the
        ones requested by the applicant, or B, C, and D by the attorney ?

Subsection D

        What is a "crime involving moral turpitude?"

        What is meant by "the public service?"

        The terms "delinquency" and "misconduct" seen rather vague.

        People in the past have been dishonorably discharged from the
        military for being gay or lesbian.  Is the District going to
        discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation?

        Is a criminal who has completed his sentence to be forever denied
        his ability to serve the well being of his community?

SECTION 6   EXAMINATION ADMINISTRATION



Subsection B:  Frequency of Examinations

 This whole section seems odd to me.  In Philomaths case having so
 few classified employees it seems that all classes would have only
 one position, and it is unlikely that it will ever grow in size
 enough that any of this makes sense.  Rephrased to better align with
 the statute, ORS 242.762(2) as the lawyer suggests doesn't help.

SECTION 7   POSTPONEMENT OR CANCELLATION OF EXAMINATIONS

 Two occurance of "sufficient number" appear:

 here: "sufficient number of qualified applicants"

 Rule VI Section 1, Subsection A: "sufficient numbers of qualified
 candidates"

 The text should be the same: "applicants" and "candidates" are the
 same people. No?  How many are sufficient?

SECTION 10  NOTIFICATION OF EXAMINATION RESULTS

 "... at the office of the Commission."  I want a window office.

======================================================

RULE VIII  REGISTERS

 The word "Register" should be a define term for the document. I
 don't think its most common usage is the one used here.

SECTION 1   ESTABLISHMENT OF REGISTERS

 "The Commission shall establish and maintain lists of eligibles necessary
    to provide an adequate supply of qualified candidates for positions
    in the classified service."
 
 What is the meaning of "adequate supply of qualified candidates" in
 this sentence?  Is it the supply of known qualified candidates who
 have already passed examination?  In that case, it is easy to make a
 list, and just one is sufficient when seeking to fill a position.
 Alternatively, if it is some number of people who are eligible to
 take examination for a class, how can you make a list of unknown
 people.

SECTION 2   KINDS OF REGISTERS

 See comments on the definition of Class where I comment on classes
 having members that are registers.

Subsection A:  Entrance Register

 "such class" should be changed to "each class."



Subsection B:

 "all employees" should be changed to "all classified employees." It
 is true that only classified employees could get into this register
 as they are the only eligible people to be promoted from one class
 to another, but my opinion is that the use of "employee" by itself
 should retain it common meaning.

SECTION 3   ORDER OF NAMES ON ENTRANCE REGISTERS

Subsection A-1  Entrance Registers / Laid-off Employees

 "Laid-off" classified employees are place at the in front of members
 of the public who passed examination, but the order of their
 placement is not defined.  Could be by their score on their entrance
 exam, but the laid off employees might have had different exams so
 their scores may not be meaningfully comperable.  Another possible
 ordering is by date of layoff such that the most recently laid off
 employee would be at the head of the list and first re-hired (or at
 least have the better chance).

Subsection B  Promotion Registers
 
 If a classified employer is demoted by a change of position from his
 current class to a position in a lower paid class, I assume that he
 is placed in the promotion register of his former class. That makes
 sense as one way for him to get back his old position as soon as
 there is an openning in that class.

 If, on the othe hand, his demotion is caused by the reclassification
 of his current class with a loss of pay, to what class promotion
 register is he added to?  I am assuming that "reclassification" is
 eqivalent to deleting the current class and creating a new class or
 classes.  If reclassification could mean just changing the pay scale
 of the employee's current class, the problem remains.

end



Rank 

1 

2 

3 
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Rank 

1 

2 

3 
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5 

Rank 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Applicant Name 

Walters, Brady 

Posey, Jacob 

Applicant Name 

Applicant Name 

Walters, Brady 

Dickerson, James 

Philomath Fire & Rescue 
103 5 Main Street 

P.O. Box 247 

Philomath, OR 97370 

541.360.0030 

Civil Service Commission 

Continuous Eligibility List 
September 26, 2023 

Firefighter 

Date on List Expiration Date Status 

11/18/2022 11/17/2023 Testing Completed 

11/18/2022 11/17/2023 Testing Completed 

Lieutenant 

Date on List Expiration Date Status 

Staff Captain 

Date on List Expiration Date Status 

6/12/2023 6/11/2024 Testing Completed 

6/12/2023 6/11/2024 Testing Completed 

Certified by: _____________ Date: ______ _
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